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“The book will become an even more 

marginalised form of knowledge

distribution. The challenge to national 

libraries is to take over the role of 

digital distributor of texts.”

Thriving or Surviving: National Library of 

Scotland in 2030, Edinburgh 2010.



• Repositories of the nation’s 

recorded culture

• Still strongly wedded to print –

reflection of publishing and 

legislation

• Perception of “for the few not 

the many”

• Serves a research based 

audience that is increasingly 

moving towards a non-print 

environment

The national library dimension



• Devolution has strengthened 

national identity

• Successive government’s 

expect libraries to support its 

transforming agenda

• Emphasis on a wealthier, 

creative Scotland that support 

education, research and 

business

• How do libraries support this?

The Scottish dimension



The National Library of Scotland exists to:

• Enrich lives and communities 

• Encourage and promote lifelong learning, 

research and scholarship 

• Provide universal access to information by 

comprehensively collecting and making available 

the recorded knowledge of Scotland 

• Promote access to the ideas and cultures of the 

world. 

Where is the information that will enable this to happen?



Here?



This is where users expect it to be

e



But this is where they really want it

e



“The user once built workflows around the library systems and 

services, but now, increasingly, the library must build its 

services around user workflows.”

L.S, T Dickey and M.L. Radford (2011) “If It Is Too Inconvenient, I’m 

Not Going After It: Convenience as a Critical Factor in Information-

seeking Behaviors” Library and Information Science Research



Putting content in the hands/on the screens of our users

• Digitization – the obvious route 
to making content available

• NLS has made good strides in 
digitization- early Scottish 
maps, Gaelic manuscripts etc

• However, mass digitization is 
expensive, time-consuming 
and often requires a 
partnership approach

• Does the Library offer other 
routes to digital content?



Licensed Digital Content



Remote Access project

• In essence, 2 projects combined into one

• Customer registration project

- move to single online registration for all users

• Remote electronic resources project

- access to licensed digital content outside the 

Library



Challenges

• Current registration process was mainly print-based but included 

some online transactions

• Process involved a variety of proprietary products which did not 

operate together

• Had to enable real-time registration for circulation purposes

• Authentication issues

• Vendors’ perspective

• £15k was the budget!



Project Plan

Objective Timeline

Project Team established May 2009

Map/refine process workflows June-August 2009

Conduct initial prototyping and 

evaluate feedback August- October 2009

Online testing of revised prototype October- November 2009

Further revision of prototype November - December 2009

Documentation/staff training January- February 2010

Soft launch March 2010

Project sign off June 2010



Joining it all up

•Bulk of developmental work 

done in house by NLS staff

•Uses Cold Fusion as the 

application platform

•Data stored on a MS SQL 

server

•Data passed to Voyager 

server to enable 

circulation/call slip function

•Also passed to ESP Systex 

Freeze Frame system for 

generating library cards



The route to access: online registration



Direct access: Online registration



Direct access: Online registration



Direct access: Online registration











Impact

• 47% increase in registered users (6,438 2009/10, 9,495 

2010/11)

• 11% increase in use of reading rooms

• 27% are registering only for online access

• 31% increase in use of licensed digital content over 

2009/10



The Future

• The Remote Access Project was principally about 

enabling access not about increasing the use of licensed 

digital content

• Resource discovery is the key to increasing usage

• Summon implementation September 2011

• eZproxy to complete authentication access



Conclusion

• Remote Access Project - on-time and under budget

• Delivered efficiencies in terms of workflows and 

generating additional management information data

• Improved customer experience

• Changed perceptions of NLS

• Ultimately about making our digital content available in a 

way our customers expect to see and use it



Questions?

John Coll

Head of Access & Enquiries

E-mail: j.coll@nls.uk


